Activity 1: Song
**Learning Objectives:** Language/Vocabulary and Social/Emotional
**Materials:** Buenos Dias Song

Activity 2: Organizing your drawers
**Learning Objectives:** Fine Motor Skills, Language Development, Math (sorting, counting, classifying), and Teamwork.
**Materials:** Children’s T-shirts and underpants

**Activity Description:**
- Children and families will collect t-shirts and underpants from children’s drawers.
- Children and families will sort all t-shirts and underpants.
- Children and families will fold all t-shirts and all underpants, and then place them in separate piles.
- Children and families will count how many t-shirts and underpants are in each pile, and then put away all organized t-shirts and underpants back inside their drawers.

Activity 3: Planting beans
**Learning Objectives:** Science, Math, Language/Vocabulary, and Sequencing.
**Materials:** Cotton balls (paper towels also work well), dried beans, clear see-through jar/container/Ziploc bag, water, tape, paper, and crayons/markers.

**Activity Description:**
- Take 12 to 15 cotton balls and wet them with water.
- Place wet cotton balls inside clear jar or Ziploc bag.
- Drop 3 to 5 dried beans inside clear jar or Ziploc bag.
- If using a Ziploc bag, seal the bag and attach the Ziploc bag to the window with tape.
- If using a clear see-through jar, just place jar on top of a table (at children’s level).
- Water the beans a little every day (spray bottles are better to use).
Extensions of Learning:

- Talk with the children, about what they think it’s going to happened to the beans inside the bag or jar.
- Have discussions with the children about any changes they notice.
- Provide the children with some paper and crayons/markers for them to draw their observations.
- Read the story Jasper’s Beanstalk by Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen on YouTube (link below).
- After listening to the story, try to make connections between the story and the beans inside bag or jar.
- Play a bean growth sequencing game.

Resources:

- https://youtu.be/Od1qDalB3Uk (story read aloud)
- Bean Growth Sequencing Worksheet.pdf (emailed)
- Bean Growth Sequencing Posters (emailed)
- Buenos Dias Song (emailed)